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1. INTRODUCTION
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which is called the Cˇebysˇev functional, provided the integrals in (1.2) exist.
During the past few years many researchers have given considerable attention to
the inequality of (1.1). Various generalizations, extensions and variants of this in-
equality have appeared in the literature, see ([1–13]) and the references cited therein.
Recently, Pachpatte [8] established a new Cˇebysˇev type inequality involving func-
tions whose derivatives belong to Lp spaces:
Theorem 1. Let f;g W Œa;b! R are absolutely continuous functions whose de-
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Motivated by the results of Pachpatte, in the present paper we establish some new




D 1. The analysis used in the proofs is element-
ary and our results provide new estimates for these types of inequalities.
2. MAIN RESULTS






: We use the following notation to simplify the details of



































Now, let us state our main results.
Theorem 2. Let f;g W Œa;b! R be absolutely continuous functions whose deriv-

































D 1 and  2 Œ0;1 :
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; x < t  b
:
A simple proof of equalities of (2.2) and (2.3) can be done by integrating in the left
hand side and using the identity of p.x; t/: The details are left for the interested
reader.
Multiplying both sides of (2.2) and (2.3) by g.x/ and f .x/ respectively and adding




























Multiplying both sides of (2.4) by 1
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A simple calculation shows thatZ b
a




















































Using (2.8) and (2.9), we get the required inequality in (2.1). The proof is complete.

Remark 1. If we choose D 0 in (2.1), then we get (1.3).
Corollary 1. Let f W Œa;b! R be an absolutely continuous function whose de-


























































Remark 2. i) If we choose D 1 in (2.10), then we getˇˇˇˇ






























Theorem 3. Let f;g W Œa;b! R be absolutely continuous functions whose de-
rivatives f 0;g0 2 LŒa;b : If jf 0jq and jg0jq is convex on Œa;b ; p > 1; 1p C 1q D 1:







































P.x; t/g0.taC .1  t /b/dt; (2.13)
for x 2 Œa;b ; where
P.x; t/D
(
t; 0 t  b x
b a
t  1; b x
b a < t  1
:
A simple proof of equalities of (2.12) and (2.13) can be obtained by integrating in the
right hand side and using the identity of p.x; t/: The details are left for the interested
reader.
Multiplying both sides of (2.12) and (2.13) by g.x/ and f .x/ respectively and
adding the resulting identities, we get
2f .x/g.x/ (2.14)
















P.x; t/g0.taC .1  t /b/dt:
Integrating both sides of (2.14) with respect to x over Œa;b and dividing both sides



































P.x; t/g0.taC .1  t /b/dt

dx:
Rewriting the identity (2.15), we get

















P.x; t/g0.taC .1  t /b/dt

dx:

















jP.x; t/j ˇˇf 0.taC .1  t /b/ˇˇdtdx:
Applying Ho¨lder’s integral inequality and the convexity of jf 0jq and jg0jq ;we obtain






















f 0.taC .1  t /b/ˇˇq dt 1q
35dx






















A simple computation givesZ 1
0












Using (2.18) in (2.18), we get the required inequality in (2.11). 
Corollary 2. If in theorem 3 we require that jf 0.x/j K; K >0 and jg0.x/j N;
N > 0, then the following inequality holds
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